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About This Game

Maiden, born on the field of bloody battle, beautiful and cruel waiting for you, oh hero. You have a unique chance - to feel
yourself in the place of the heroes Helga and Volund, and to get to know these woman warriors closer, those who are allowed to

decide who to live and who to die.

The game is a classic puzzle. You have to go through all ten stages, as well as three levels of difficulty, in which pleasant
surprises await you ;-)

- Puzzle Game

- Artworks

- Nice music

- Steam achievements

Keyboard H: Complete Level
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Title: Nyasha Valkyrie
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Zloy Krot Studio
Publisher:
IR Studio
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2 GHz or faster

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: 1 Gb

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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nyasha valkyrie

A very nice little game, with plenty of optical illusions (with brilliant artworks!) and a bunch of levels and difficulty tiers. It's
not short, and quite challenging!
When I review games on Steam I seldom make -comparations- with other Flash\/free\/Kongregate games, but I still think that
one can not say (as other reviewers do) just like "this is a copy of that game". If this game is beautiful and it's not, of course, an
illegal plagiarism, I rate this one and if you want to go on Kongregate (where I'm at an insane level and have been playing there
since 10 years btw XD) and play the other one you're free to do it, but I don't think that this could be a reason to downgrade the
Steam game.
Even because as I was saying there are of course many optical illusions\/puzzles\/find-the-path games, but this one is unique and
doesn't plagiarize anything.
If you can get this one maybe on discount it's relaxing and worth the price :). Value Town called - This deal has too much value.
(Bought 50% off). Great concept!!!. 

For more puzzle game reviews, news and everything puzzle-related, follow Puzzle Lovers and check out our Steam
group.
very similar to the first game, hexa turn (my review can be found here), down to the sad fact that you can't deselect
powerups, use them or use undo, but with enough new mechanics on top of the 'now the ai's trying to stop you'
switcheroo to feel fresh, and of course some levels are pretty tricky again. there's also a move counter now, ideally you'd
solve levels within those limits, but as long as you or the goals don't get blocked in, you can keep trying, and if you
succeed, the next level opens up. if you liked the first game, it's a no-brainer, if you like hex-based puzzle games in
general, ditto.. IT'S AWESOME. Trojan Horse: good music, bad license

The music in this package is of high quality. The license though is a Trojan Horse and makes the package unnecessary
expensive. Actually the license requires you to own the Visual Novel Maker in addition to the RPG Maker MV, which is
not mentioned in description or requirements. This results for most buyers in a price increase of 200%.. Can't play
online with friends. Horrible.. The Airport looks nice and it's everything I expected, but with that it is very fps heavy.
This Airport also seems to break toronto and toronto city center airport, so keep that in mind.. Just finished the game!

While overall I can recommend this as one of the polished titles for the Vive, I do have a couple of suggestions:

1) Make the game save per Wave to avoid frustration on later levels. Challenging and Frustration share a thin boundary--
but fun should be the focus

2) Why is survival mode only for 3 or 4 of the many levels? There are other maps I wish I could play survival mode on.

And lastly...

2) (SPOILER ALERT)

The end animation for the boss should be more "majestic"-- it was a bit of a letdown for me. Seems the game suddenly
ends and a bit of "that was good, but I hoped there were something more awesome in store after the big bad boy is
down"

I still enjoyed the game though. It's a solid recommend for me. Hope a sequel is in progress :). This game is not very
good. It feels absolutely clunky, like an alpha or something. Very much not a finished product. The artwork is very nice,
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though...not so much the animations. Maybe if this game was like $1 it would be worth it. I'm going to have recommend
passing on this one, guys and gals, which saddens me, as I was really hopeful for this title.
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I bought this game because I enjoy biology and thought it would delve into the complexities of a growing living organism and
use the surrounding resources to grow and reproduce in a life cycle.
God how wrong was I... This game (if you can call it a game) should only be played if you're an infant satisfied with clicking
and clicking and clicking, while you collect water and do some more clickings to get some SEEDS. Woow good job, you got
seeds, which is the "currency". Don't think you can even lose or win, you just collect seeds each time you painfully play (erm,
click) a level through.. Excellent visual novel,i highly reccomand trying the first two chapters,which are free,as well as buying
the subsequent ones that come as DLC.. This is a good app and it works just fine. It does what it is suppose to. No problems on
my end for the most part. I use the full version.

On that note: If you get a zero score then the test failed for some reason. Try to rerun it a few times before getting irate and even
in that case post a comment in the discussions if you can't figure out how to fix it yourself. You will most likely get a response
pretty quickly within reason.

The issues that I have had with this program, 3DMark, and VR Mark were due to running 3rd party overclocking utilities,
drivers updates (in this case resetting the drivers or changing one thing in the NVIDIA control panel fixed the issue for me), or
having hardware monitoring selected in the options of the 3Dmark app itself.

I have been running these benchmarks for weeks and months and these apps work just fine outside the things I just said which
were not actually the apps fault.

The negative reviews are bogus.. I good RTS game. The mouse controls are alright and I haven't seen all the features. Seems
good so far. On a larger scale than some rts games, but not huge (Unlike SupCom or Planetary annihilation) which means you
won't have much trouble managing your troops. Good selection of units that aren't boring. The graphics and animations aren't
great, but i don't give a crap about that and considering the large amount of content having low graphics barely makes a
difference. Worth the $15 and definetly buy it if it's on sale.. Have been playing quite a bit of this game recently. Just found out
about the Foundry aaaaaaaaand...... it's gone. That fact almost turned me off of this game if it wasn't the only good D&D game
in my opinion. The Foundry being broken is a pretty big deal though and I most likely will loss interest in simply playing this
game as I normally do with MMO's. The user generated quests got stupid excited only to be majorly let down by the game and
by the support team that is supposed to cover the game.

TL;DR: If you came for Foundry you might as well turn around unless you like boring MMO's. A decent F-ZeroX clone for
Linux+SteamOS (which is rare). Because I am specifically looking for such-a-game, my review will be a comparison of the two
(graphics excluded).

Setting up the controls is a bit janky: I tried a generic controller (Nyko AirFlo Ex) and I it would not recognize my Joystick-
Right motion while many other games recognize it just fine (Momodora, To the Moon, Jotun, Psychonauts, etc). All preset
controllers would leave me spinning in circles. Trying the keyboard controls: Rebinding the space-bar is 'almost' non-functional
as it does register as a keybind but reactivates the keybinding act for whatever action you just bound (but it can be 'tricked' to
work quickly clicking to a different action in-time). It is actually tied to whatever key is associated with the "ok" confirmation
action. Finally I tried my XBoxOne-S controller (as an XBox Preset) but my joystick outright didn't work. However, rebinding
it did correctly recognize the joystick-directions and I was finally able to play this game.

Handling feels twice as slippery as F-ZeroX. In F-ZeroX I used the left\/right attack bumper for strafing left\/right on the track
and that is simply not present in Outracer. Also, hitting a wall results in a substantial bump in the opposite direction that seems
much bigger then in F-ZeroX.

While I am not very far into this game, I have no idea how to attack. I don't even think that is implemented in this game.
Vehicles bump into things and take damage. That seems to be all there is. I can't begin to explain the fun I've had in F-ZeroX,
destroying just about every car on a track (while racing) just because I could. That does not seem to be present here.

As a programmer, I feel as though the developer(s) got this game to a runnable state where everything worked fine for them and
released it without further testing or improvement. It's sad because it is very close to being a polished game but it seems like
theres one little annoyance in every single corner of this game where I just could not outright recommend it.. A terrible outfit
made from reused assets of other outfits. This is the final DLC - and the gear that comes with it is literally just reused older
gear.
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Really speaks a lot about this games DLC.

Don't recommend it.. Just like an arcade game. Addictive.

Hentai DLC is now available!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1071210/Hentai_DLC_for_Nyasha_Valkyrie/. Artbook 18+ is now available!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1080510/Nyasha_Valkyrie__Artbook_18/?beta=1
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